Abstract. Let (M,/) be a compact complex 2-manifold which admits a Kahler metric for which the integral of the scalar curvature is non-negative. Also suppose that M does not admit a Ricci-flat Kahler metric. Then if M is blown up at sufficiently many points, the resulting complex surface (M, 7) admits Kahler metrics with scalar curvature identically equal to zero. This proves Conjecture l of [16] .
Introduction
The problem of determining which compact complex manifolds (M, /) admit Kahler metrics g with constant scalar curvature was first formulated and studied by Calabi [5] in the late 1950's. Posed in this generality, Calabi's question is one to which the answer still eludes us; but there are two unrelated fronts on which notable progress has been made.
The most dramatic progress has been made in relation to the case in which one also requires that the Kahler class be a multiple of the manifold's first Chern class -that is, in relation to the question of which compact complex manifolds admit Kähler-Einstein metrics. This may be reformulated äs an existence problem for Solutions of the complex Monge-Ampere equation, and, working from this point of view, Aubin [2] , Yau [30] , and others [28] , [25] , [19] , [27] have given us a fairly complete solution of the problem.
Progress, albeit of a more modest kind, has also been made regarding the case in which the scalar curvature of g is required to equal zero and dim c M = 2; Solutions (M, /, g) of this problem are the scalar-flat Kahler surfaces of the title. The essential reason why this case is more tractable than others is that the underlying oriented Riemannian manifold (M, g) of any scalar-flat Kahler surface is automatically [8] anti-self-dual, allowing one to invoke the Penrose twistor correspondence [20] , [1] and giving rise to phenomena familiär from the theory of totally integrable Systems. In particular, all scalar-flat Here a compact complex surface N is called non-minimal if it is obtained from another surface by blowing up; this is equivalent to saying that N contains a CP t of self-intersection -1. Our description of M amounts to saying that if N is blown up at the fixed points of Φ, the resulting complex surface N is a branched double cover of M, with the newly-introduced exceptional divisors s ramification locus. More abstractly, M is the minimal resolution of the ordinary double-point singularities of the variety Ν/Φ.
We will prove this theorem by using the theory of twistor spaces [1] , [20] . For our purposes, a twistor space means a compact complex 3-manifold Z equipped with a free anti-holomorphic involution σ: Z -> Z and a foliation by σ-invariant rational curves CP 1 c Z with normal b ndle 0(1) ® 0(1). Let X denote the leaf space of this foliation by the so-called real twistor lines, and let p : Z -> X denote the quotient map. There is then a canonical conformal class [g] of anti-self-dual metrics g on X, characterized by the requirement that the image of every holomorphic tangent space T 2 lt°% should be a gisotropic subspace of C ® TX. Conversely, every anti-self-dual manifold arises in this way, and does so in an essentially unique manner.
If a twistor space Z contains a compact complex surface D which is disjoint from its conjugate D->=a(D) and has homological intersection number l with a twistor line, then p| D : D -> X is a diffeomorphism, and [g] pulls back from X to yield a conformal class of Hermitian metrics on D. Because D is compact, the anti-self-duality of [g] implies [4] , [21] that this conformal class is locally represented on D by scalar-flat Kahler metrics. If, moreover, b^D) is even, there is a globally-defined scalar-flat Kahler metric g 6 [g], and this global representative is uniquely determined once its total volume is specified; conversely, every scalar-flat Kahler surface arises from this construction, and does so in an essentially unique manner. Thus, in order to prove Theorem l, it suffices to produce a twistor space Z containing a copy of the complex surface (M, J M ) which is disjoint from its conjugate and intersects some twistor line transversely in one point. We will do just this by refining the methods of [17] , where anti-self-dual metrics were constructed on the underlying smooth manifold M.
To begin this construction, let Z N denote the twistor space of (N,g N ), and let L l9 ..., L k be the twistor lines of the fixed points of Φ. Let 2 N be the blow-up of Z N along these lines, and let d, ..., t be the exceptional divisors in 2 N corresponding to L l9 ..., L k \ thus QJ s CP t x CP 1? j = l,..., k, and each of these 2-quadrics has normal b ndle 0(1, -1) -* CP 1 x CPj. Since the derivative of Φ at its k isolated fixed points must be -l, the induced biholomorphism Φ:Ζ Ν -+2 Ν fixes each Qj and acts on its normal b ndle by -1. The quotient Z_*=Z N /^ can thus be given the structure of a compact complex manifold in a unique way that the quotient map 2 N -> Z_ becomes a branched covering, with g*= (j Q j s ramification locus. Let ,_ denote the image of this , in Z_, which is an imbedded quadric with normal b ndle 0(2, -2), and let _ = (j Qj_. 
Our next
Step is to let Z+ consist of k disjoint copies of the complex 2-fold Z EH obtained from the orbifold twistor space of the conformally compactified Eguchi-Hanson metric by blowing up the twistor line of infinity. To describe Z EH explicitly [10] , [17] , start with the CP 3 -bundle n : @ -> CP X defined by where our conventions are that P (£>=(£-0) / C x . Let 0 (l , 0) «= π* Φ (1), and let Φ (0, -1) be the universal b ndle, whose principal C x -b ndle is [(<9(2) Φ3 00) -0] -> 36. The "homogeneous coordinates" of 0 (2) θ3 φ 0 are canonical sections x,y, zeF&(2, 1) and rer0(0,l). Let έΐ€Γ(€Ρ 1 ,(Ρ(2)) be a non-trivial section which is invariant under the anti-holomorphic involution 3 of 0(2} = TCPj induced by the antipodal map of S 2 = CPâ nd let the 2 distinct zeroes of a be called the north and south poles. Our blown up twistor space is then obtained from the hypersurface
in ^ by replacing the two Singular points χ = y = z -0 with CPj's. The quadric t = 0 corresponds to the blow-up of the orbifold twistor line "at infinity," whereas the real structure is given by Now let Z 0 = Z_u Qj .Z + be obtained from the disjoint union Z_uZ+ by biholomorphically identifiying jc 2_ with /+ c Z + in such a way that the real structures agree and such that ^}_ is identified with £ j+ . (This actually specifies the gluing procedure uniquely, modulo real automorphisms of Z + .) Set D 0 = £L u D+ and 5 0 = D_ u 5 + . The result is that Z 0 , D 0 and Z) 0 are complex spaces with normal crossing singularities, and there is an induced real structure σ : Z 0 -» Z 0 which interchanges Z) 0 and 5 0 . By a slight abuse of notation, we will denote the image of Q j± in Z 0 by Q^ whereas the images of tj±* 7j±, t±> 7± 9 and Q ± will respectively be denoted by ^., ^, <f, /, and Q.
Our method of proving Theorem l will now be s follows: we will construct twistor spaces Z t containing hypersurfaces D t ^ (M, J M ) by simultaneously smoothing the singularities of Z 0 and D 0 cz Z 0 .
Because the twistor spaces Z, must admit real structures, we will of course also need to smooth the singularities of Z) 0 , too, and it is natural to also include this stipulation from the outset. In § 3, Theorem l will now be proved constructing relative smoothings of precisely this type. Our approach makes use of the deformation theory of Ran [22] , [23] .
Let us first warm up by discussing deformations of the Singular surface Z) 0 , noting all along that such a discussion will, by conjugation, automatically also implicitly completely describe the deformation theory of Z) 0 However, the latter cohomology group vanishes. Indeed, D_ is a ruled surface, and the generic CP i ber of £L is disjoint from £_\ indeed, N is ruled because [29] it is nonminimal and admits a scalar-flat Proof. The deformation theory [7] , [6] of D 0 is governed by the vector spaces 7^0 = Ext J ( p 0 , (P^). These may be computed by means of the Ext spectral sequence [9] where τ^0 = Ext* (O 1 , (P). Because D 0 is a locally complete intersection, τ£ 0 = 0 for q ;> 2, and the spectral sequence therefore degenerates into the exact sequences If M -» Δ is any deformation of M over a neighborhood of 0 6 C, pull it back by the self-map z -> z 2 of C to obtain a new family with vanishing Kodaira-Spencer map at 0. Let M be the blow-up of the total space of this family along the submanifold /_ of the central fiber. Then M is a smoothing of D 0 , and so, by versality, must therefore be a pull-back of 2. Hence every small deformation of M occurs s a smooth fiber D r n Remark. At the tangent space level, the above proof incidentally shows that the exact sequence
has a geometrically preferred Splitting. This will later prove useful. α
Having discussed the deformation theory of D 0 D 0 , the next step is obviously to discuss that of Z 0 ; but this, in fact, has already been studied in [17] . As before, the vector spaces Γ ζ β 0 = Ext«( l 0 , 0 Zo ) that control the deformation theory fit into an exact sequence Unfortunately, while the proof given in [16] suffices for all cases needed for our applications, it overlooks the case of surfaces with non-semi-free C x -actions, and we have therefore chosen to include a completed proof in the present article. As this proof is rather long, however, and involves ideas quite unrelated to the thrust of the present discussion, it has been relegated to an appendix ( § 5).
Finally, we turn to the deformation theory of the pair (Z 0 , /) 0 ))> which is governed by the derived functors T} of Ran [22] , [23] , in the sense that T} 1 corresponds to infinitesimal deformations of the imbedding / and obstructions lie in T} 2 . These vector spaces may be computed by means of the long exact sequence
Here 1 such that the fibers of w z and ojj, are smooth over elements of T} 1 which project to (C x )*c:C*. Furthermore, by the same argument s [6] , §6.1, there is a real structure d\^-^2f which interchanges 2 and 3 and which restricts to the central fiber s the given real structure σ on Z 0 . This induces a complex conjugation on T} 1 compatible with the Standard one on C k , and the fibers Z f over points t of the real slice which project to (R x ) k c= R* are twistor spaces [6] , [17] . Moreover, these twistor spaces contain degree l divisors D t which are disjoint from their images D t under the real structure; and sincê (D,) = bi(M) is even, it therefore follows [3] , [21] that any such Z, is the twistor space of a scalar-flat Kahler metric on D t .
To prove the Quotient Theorem, it thus suffices to show that there are suitable real values of t e 1} for which D t is biholomorphic to M. In order to show that this is possible, we will use the following: Proof. The strategy is to apply Theorem l when N is a two-fold blow-up of CP t χ Σ, where Σ is a compact complex curve of genus 2. We therefore begin by constructing such a scalar-flat Kahler metric on this manifold which admits a suitable involution Φ. This will be done by careful use of the hyperbolic ansatz construction of [13] .
Let Σ be of genus 2, and let φ: Σ -* Σ be the Weierstra involution which realizes Σ s a 2-sheeted branched cover π: Σ -» CP^ let 4 6 Σ be one of the 6 fixed points of φ, and set q = π(#). Let h s be the curvature -l Hermitian metric on Σ, and notice that φ is an isometry of hs.
We now equip the 3-manifold Χ··=Σ χ ( -1,1) with the hyperbolic metric
where / is the Standard coordinate on (-1,1). Let p ± = i q, ± -Je X, let G ± be the hyperbolic Green's fimctions of p ± eX, and set F= l -h G+ + GL. We then let P be the principal S^-bundle on X-{p ± } with connection 1-form θ such that and such that the restriction of (P, 0) to the hypersurface t = 0 is the trivial bundle-withconnection Σ χ S 1 . We then endow P with the Riemannian metric
The metric space completion of (P, g) is then a smooth compact Riemannian 4-manifold W ftv) °f scalar-curvature zero, and admits a complex structure J N with respect to which g N is Kahler. Moreover [13] , the complex surface (N,J N ) is biholomorphic to CP t χ Γ blown up at two points in the fiber over q e Γ.
Consider the map t/κ Γ χ (-1,1) -> Σ χ (-1,1) given by (ζ, ί)\-*(φ(ζ), -t).
As φ* F= F and tp is an orientation-reversing isometry of X, it follows that ψ* P ^ P s a principal bundle-with-connection, where P denotes P equipped with the inverse S^-action. There is therefore a unique isometry Φ of P which covers ψ and restricts to the hypersurface / = 0 s φ x c :
, where c : S 1 -> S 1 is.the reflection e 1 '* -> e~™. This extends to the Riemannian completion N s an involution of the desired type. Indeed, it is not hard to see that Φ is induced by the involution rx φ of CP| x Σ, where r is 180°r otation of CP 1 = S 2 about an axis, which interchanges the two blown-up points, which are antipodal on the equator of an invariant S 2 .
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One may now apply Theorem l, but it remains for us to understand the structure of the resulting (M,/ M ). In order to do this, first blow up N at the 12 fixed points of Φ, and notice that we have the following arrangement of curves in the blow-up ff:
Now $ is a 2-fold branched cover of M, with ramification locus equal to the twelve (-1)-curves introduced by blowing up the fixed points. Descending to M will thus double the self-intersection of these branch curves, while halving the self-intersection of any curve on which Φ acts non-trivially. The corresponding picture of M is therefore s follows: Proof. Our strategy is similar to that used in the genus 0 case, but we will now have to exercise great care in order to compensate for the non-trivial Jacobi variety of E.
We begin by choosing 4 distinct points q i9 q 2 , r t , r 2 e E such that q± H-q 2 = r l H-r 2 s divisors, and a holomorphic line b ndle L -* E which is a square-root of the divisor ί ι + #2 == r \ + r 2-(F°r example, if E is C/A 9 where lattice Λ is generated by l and τ, we may take q l9 q 2 , r l9 r 2 to respectively be the equivalence classes of 0, (l + τ)/ 2, 1/2, and τ/ 2, whereas L may be taken to be the divisor of the point represented by (l + τ)/ 4.) Thus L® 2 comes equipped with holomorphic sections u 1 and u 2 whose zero sets are respectively (0i» #2} anc * { r i> r 2J> an d all these zeroes are simple. We now let Σ be the 2-fold branched cover of E with branch locus {q i ,q 2 } associated to the b ndle L; explicitly, where TT L : L -» £" is the canonical projection. Let φ : Σ -* Σ be the involution with 2 fixed points induced by multiplication by -l in L, and let π : Σ -> E denote the canonical projection induced by n L . Let n" 1 ({q l9 q 2 }) = {^uN otice that π*£ is the divisor line b ndle of 4i + $2, whereas its square π* L® 2 is the divisor of ^ + ^2 + £3 + ^· As before, we equip the 3-manifold Χ->=Σχ ( -1,1) with the hyperbolic metric
but this time we set PJ = (f j9 0), j = l, . . . , 4. Let Gj be the hyperbolic Green's functions of pj€X 9 and set F= l + £ G,·. On (Σ x {0}) -{PJ} ^Σ-{tj} 9 let P 0 be the flat S 1 b ndle J = i with Z 2 monodromy corresponding to the branched cover with branch-points f l9 ..., r 4 associated with the line b ndle π* L. Then [13] there exists a principal S 1 -b ndle P -» JSf -/ with connection l -form θ such that and such that the restriction of (P, 0) to the hypersurface t = 0 is the flat b ndle P 0 . Indeed, the Chern-Weil theorem guarantees that we can find a connection with curvature *dV Twisting by the pull-back of a flat connection on Σ now allows us to modify the restriction of (P, 0) to Σ x {0} so s to obtain any given flat connection with holonomy -1 round the points /y and P 0 fits the bill.
As before, we now endow P with the Riemannian metric
The metric space completion of (P, g) is then a smooth compact Riemannian 4-manifold (N,g N ) of scalar-curvature zero, and admits a complex structure J N with respect to which g N is Kahler. There is a smooth holomorphic curve ί cN which is a copy of the two-fold cover of Σ with branch points r l5 ..., /* 4 associated with π* L, obtained by taking closure of the Z 2 b ndle from which P 0 was constructed. This allows one to observe [13] Since N is obtained from N by blowing up the 4 fixed points of Φ, it contains the following arrangements of curves:
The corresponding picture of M is therefore: -Contracting 6 exceptional curves in the right order, we get £x CP i äs our minimal model. Theorem l thus teils us that the above iterated blow-up of E CPj admits scalar-flat Kahler metrics, äs do its sufficiently small deformations. D Remark. Notice that the scalar-flat Kahler surface we have just constructed admits a holomorphic C x -action; namely, the C x -action on CP 1 induced by the "earthrotation" of CP 1 lifts to M, which is obtained from CP l x E by iteratively blowing up fixed points of the action. Also notice, however, that the induced action is not semi-free, since the isotropy of any generic point on either of the second-level blow-up curves { ± 1} c C x . A theorem of Lichnerowicz [18] now implies that S 1 c C x acts isometrically on this scalar-flat Kahler surface. By combining elements of the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3, one can similarly construct scalar-flat Kahler metrics with non-semi-free S 1 -action on 14-point blow-ups of CP l x One might, in principle, use the Toda lattice equation [12] to construct the above metrics explicitly. However, Theorem 2 of [14] insists that these Solutions definitely cannot arise from the hyperbolic ansatz case of that construction. This is consistent with ihe fact that the orbits with exceptional isotropy give rise to very peculiar orbifold singularities of the associated 3-dimensional Einstein-Weyl geometry.
Any of these metrics is a counter-example to the assertion [16] , Proposition 3.1, that a blown-up ruled surface of genus < 2 cannot admit both a C x -action and a Kahler class of total scalar curvature 0. While the argument offered there does indeed work if one insists that the C x -action be semi-free, the recipe given for a section of the anti-canonical bündle simply breaks down if, äs in the present case, an isolated fixed point is blown up at some stage in the iterated blow-up process.
Theorem 3. Lei (M,/) be a ruled surface -i.e. suppose t hat M is a compact complex 2-manifold for which there exists a holomorphic map M -+ Σ with generic fiber CPj and r nge a Riemann surface Σ. Then (M,J) has blow-ups (M,/) which admit scalar-flat Kahler meines.
Proof. Any ruled surface M is bimeromorphic [3] to some product surface Σ χ j. If Mj is any blow-up of Σ χ CP lf it then follows that there is a blow-up M 2 of M l which is also a blow-up of M:
But [11] , Theorem 4.6, and Theorem 2 teil us that any 1-point blow-up of a non-minimal scalar-flat Kahler surface also admits scalar-flat Kahler metrics; induction then says the same is also true of iterated blow-ups. It therefore suffices to find just one blow-up M i of each Σ χ CP 1 which admits a scalar-flat Kahler metric. If the genus of Σ is at least 2, the hyperbolic ansatz [13] then explicitly constructs such metrics on a 2-point blow-up M l of Σ χ CPj. For genera 0 and l, on the other band, the necessary surfaces Mj are constructed in Propositions 2 and 3. D Proof. By a vanishing theorem of Yau [29] , any compact Kahler surface of nonnegative total scalar curvature is either ruled or has cf = 0. In the latter case, Yau's solution of the Calabi conjecture [30] guarantees the existence of a Ricci-flat metric on M. If, on the other hand, M is ruled, so is any blow-up ^ of M; and Theorem 3 teils us that some blow-up M of 3? therefore admits a scalar-flat Kahler metric. Finally, any blow-up of a non-minimal scalar-flat Kahler surface also admits scalar-flat Kahler metrics, by [11] , Theorem 4.6, and Theorem 2, and this may be applied to M to prove the last clause. D In this appendix, we demonstrate that Kodaira-Spencer theory is unobstructed for the twistor spaces of all non-minimal scalar-flat Kahler surfaces. The proof is a direct extension of that presented in [16] , but allows for the possibility of non-semi-free C xactions. -action generated by ξ = 33 is isometric with respect to g N , while ME is globally a gradient vector field because the contraction of Ξ with any holomorphic l -form vanishes identically. In fact, H°(N, Θ Ν ) is at most 1-dimensional; for if E 1 and E 2 are two such fields, we must have Ξ 1 λΞ 2 = 0 because [16] , [29] the existence of a scalar-flat Kahler metric forces H°(N, κ" 1 ) = 0. This implies that the generic orbit of 3 i has closure F^ CP X which is also the closure of a generic orbit of S 2 . If E± does not have the same zeroes on this CIP^ s S 2 , the isometry group contains an SU (2) which acts transitively on this 2-sphere, and the orbits of this SU (2) are all either holomorphically embedded CP^s or points; but the latter type of orbit is impossible, because an S 2 = CP 1 orbit near a fixed point would be contained in the domain of a holomorphic chart, contradicting the fact that every holomorphic function on CPj is constant. Thus every orbit of this S U (2) would be a CP t , and we would conclude that 7V would be a minimal ruled surface -contradicting our hypotheses. Thus Ξ ι and E 2 must have the same zeroes on the generic orbit-curve F, and hence, since both generate generically free C x -actions, Ξ 1 = ±Ξ 2 . This shows that Η°(Ν,Θ Ν ) <£ l, s claimed.
As there is nothing to show if H°(N 9 <9 N ) = 0, we may therefore assume henceforth that H°(N 9 Θ Ν ) s C and is spanned by a holomorphic vector field Ξ whose imaginary part ξ is a periodic Killing field, with generic minimal period 2 π. By averaging, we can represent any other Kahler class by a metric g which is S Mnvariant. With respect to such a metric g, whose Kahler form we shall call ω, let t be the Hamiltonian function of ξ, conventionally Here is the unique 1-form on Υ whose kernel is orthogonal to ξ and such that θ(ξ) = 1. The orbifold points in X of the g(t) exactly correspond those 5 1 -orbits in M which are nontrivial, but which have period 2 n/ n for some n. Since these also coincide with points at which the C x -action has exceptional isotropy, the orbifold points of X exactly consist of vertical line segments in Σ χ ( -a, a) which join two of the PJ. If we let j r nge over the set of exceptional curves contained in fibers of ff -» Σ 9 each such curve is the closure of a C x -orbit, and so we may define integers m ; 2> l s the order of the associated isotropy group, and real numbers t~ < t*, defined to be the minimum and maximum values, respectively, of the Hamiltonian / on the associated exceptional rational curve Ej. Also define
Finally, let tj be the t coordinate ofpj.
Because g, w and dt are geometrically defined, £(/) is an invariantly defined, /-dependent orbifold Kahler metric on Σ for all /£{*,}; and when te{tj} 9 it is and defined everywhere aside from a fine number of punctures. Let ώ(ί) be the Kahler form of £(f). If C~ and C + denote the "repulsive" and "attractive" curves t= ±a in #, we then have [16] Here the Ricci form ρ (t) of £(/) satisfies for f £ {/,} by the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem for orbifolds [24] . Thus = l ω-f ω f ω + X (m ; -m,) J ω J ω .
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Here F is any smooth ber of ft -* Σ, and the partial ordering < on { j} means that, with respect to the flow of 5RS, the first exceptional curve precedes the second in some Singular fiberof ft->Z.
On the other hand, the total scalar curvature of such a metric g is
where g denotes the genus of Σ. When the above vanishes, we then have
Here ,s 0 = §$αμ/ \άμ denotes the average value of the scalar curvature.) If the C x -action generated by Ξ is semi-free, all the E } terms drop out, and the formula simplifies to yield that of [16] Our goal is thus to show that Υ is never a multiple of dSf.
To do this, we begin by considering the case in which 7V Φ ft, which is to say that at least one of the curves C ± arises by blowing up an isolated fixed point of the action. By reversing the sign of Ξ if necessary, we may assume that C + arises in this way, and let so that Υ is certainly non-zero, and we need merely show that it is linearly independent from To do this, let £ 0 be the first curve in some Singular fiber, chosen in such a way that Ω(Ε 0 ) < (F)/3; the latter is possible because the fact that n ^ 3 teils us that F is homologous to the sum of C~ and a collection of exceptional curves, at least 3 of which are the first in their respective fibers. Let E 1 denote the immediate successor of £" 0 ; the multiplicity of the latter curve is given by m l = -El, s may be proved by induction. Then We may therefore assume that either the first or the last curve of some singular fiber has area < (F)/4; and, by reversing the sign of Ξ if necessary, we may assume that the curve in question is actually the first in its fiber. We thus have an exceptional curve E 0 which meets C~ and which satisfies (£O) < Q(F)/4. Now, by essentially the same calculation we used in the N Φ ft case, and in particular Γ Φ 0 if EQ is -l or -2. If, on the other hand, EQ ^ -3, the inequality (l + 
